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Britain is a recognised world leader in rail
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Britain invented the railway

Pioneered:
Solid State Interlockings

Automatic train control

Safest railway in Europe

Regular international visitors

Fastest growing mature network

Institute of Railway Signal 
Engineers globally renowned



Yet main line rail network slow to adopt new technology

London Underground 

+20-40% more capacity

Digital air-traffic control

+60% more capacity
Smart Motorways

+20% more capacity

‘Self-driving’ lorries to 

feature on major roads 

by late 2018

The race to develop a 

driverless car has 

many contenders
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Once in a generation chance to prepare for a digital future

The current infrastructure alone cannot deliver 

needed capacity and performance

More than half of signalling needs to be 

replaced within 15 years. 

Doing nothing will be lock in analogue 

signalling for another 35 years.

Replacement signalling will be Digital Railway 

fitted or enabled.

More than 1000 new trains in build or 

on order and being fitted or enabled for 

Digital Railway
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Signal renewal volumes
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Launch of the Digital Railway strategy
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Early deployments

Cambrian Line

Implementation of ETCS Level 2 (no line-side signals) 

along 215 kilometres of track

Thameslink, and Network Rail’s elements of Crossrail

Part of the early implementation of individual train 

control systems.

Romford and Cardiff Rail Operating Centres (ROCs)

Deploying Traffic Management systems to drive early 

performance benefits and develop experience

Great Western Route

Trial of a new Traffic Management product from London 

Paddington to Bristol Parkway.
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Digital Railway: Next Steps
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Phase 1 Enabling NPIF CP6

TM Anglia, Wales & Western

Thameslink

Crossrail

Freight fitment

Passenger fitment

Testing at RIDC

Training

TM South East

Transpennine/Castlefield

Moorgate

East Coast

FiC

End of analogue signalling

Crewe/HS2 interface

Feltham

Southern End of East Coast



Opportunities for CECA members

Digital Railway not just a technology programme

Physical interventions to maximise impact of digital signalling
Lineside work

Re-modelling platforms & stations

Work for non-signalling suppliers & civil engineers
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Doing business in a different way

A new model for procurement:

• Early engagement with suppliers

• Partnership approach based on collaboration 

• Outcome based

• Whole of asset life relationship 
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Conclusion

Thameslink starting to demonstrate DR benefits and showcase UK talent

Strong support from Government & rail industry

Strong CP6 (2019-2024) foundation (subject to funding)

Delivering DR requires a different approach with supply chain 

Complementary physical interventions needed

New procurement model needed based on outcomes and whole of life
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For more information

Supply chain conference 2/3 July in Birmingham (free to attend)

Visit www.networkrail.co.uk/our-railway-upgrade-plan/digital-railway

E-mail guy.lavis@networkrail.co.uk or 

DigitalRailwayComms@networkrail.co.uk
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